Terms of Use
1. The mere use of the Hyam G. Mallat Law Firm website (the “Site”) implies
acceptance by the user of the following terms of use (the “Terms of Use”)
which we recommend any user to carefully read. Furthermore, Hyam G.
Mallat Law Firm (“HM Law”) reserves the right to amend and/or update the
Terms of Use at any time and without any notice.
2. The Site and all its content is the sole ownership of HM Law. No data
procured from this Site may be reproduced, sold, transferred, modified,
redistributed, published or be subject to commercial exploitation and use in
any way whatsoever.
3. The content provided by HM Law on the Site is provided solely on a free,
information basis. They are not and should not be perceived as legal advice
and may or may not be correct or updated in accordance with current
legislation and regulation. For professional advice, a user must contact HM
Law directly.
4. By using this Site, the user accepts being subject to the Terms of Use’s
conditions, obligations and instructions stipulated herein. Also, the user
guarantees that all the information provided by him are true and correct and
that transmission of threatening, derogatory, political or racist data or more
generally any illegal data is expressly prohibited. The Site must never be used
for illegal, false or untrue speculation.
5. This Site has been created on the basis of data obtained from a variety of
sources, whether on the World Wide Web or elsewhere. Consequently, and
although HM Law has made reasonable efforts to ensure the correctness of the
content on the Site, HM Law does not guarantee, howsoever, availability,
access or the correctness of the information contained in this Site.
HM Law does not guarantee howsoever, the complete status, market quality or
correctness of the data, whatever it may be, entered into this Site.
HM Law shall not be liable, howsoever, for any prejudice, loss, claim, or
damage foreseeable or not, direct, indirect or immaterial resulting or
connected in any way with any other item of information existing on this Site,
or any use or inability of use of the Site and/or of the data contained herein.
Nothing contained in the Site can cause HM Law to be responsible or liable,
morally or financially, towards any party.
6. The Site can provide the user access to links to third party websites not under
the control of HM Law. The public Internet, including the World Wide Web,
includes a large number of sites the content of which may be modified at all
times by their owners.
These sites are run by parties who have at their disposal data communication
equipment over which HM Law has no control. Consequently, HM Law is not
liable howsoever, for the content of the different type of data obtainable from
other third party sites to which hyperlinks are available, nor is HM Law liable
for the availability, access, exactness or suitability of the said information or
data.

In particular, HM Law disclaims any liability for third party sites that may not
comply with the legal and regulatory provisions currently in force.
HM Law disclaims any liability in the event of fraudulent or illegal use or of
any other type of non legal exploitation of the Site by a third party.
7. The data, texts, information, images and photos which are part of this Site are
under the sole ownership of HM Law or the partners thereof, where
applicable, and are duly protected by rights governing intellectual property
useable exclusively for private purposes.
Any other use, reproduction, representation or adaptation under any form
whatsoever of all or part of the items or data contained in the Site, without the
prior written approval by HM Law, shall be considered as an act of
infringement.
This shall also apply to any brand names, logos, or trademarks of HM Law or
of any other distinctive sign belonging thereto, on this Site and of which HM
Law may hold ownership.
8. While HM Law takes reasonable precautions to prevent computer viruses,
bugs, worms and all other malicious programs on the Site, HM Law has no
liability for them in case they cause any kind of loss, damage, or any type of
negative impact on a user.
9. HM Law cannot and does not guarantee that the Internet network will always
work properly and informs the user that it has no control over how the Internet
public network works. Therefore, HM Law cannot guarantee to the user that
he/she/it will have the ability to access the site and use it in the way it is
intended to be used without interruption or error and HM Law disclaims all
liability for interruptions and errors.
10. HM Law retains the possibility of modifying or updating the Terms of Use at
any time and without prior notification.
11. If a user violates the Terms of Use, HM Law reserves the right to take all
proper legal actions to protect its rights.
12. These Terms of Use are subject to Lebanese Law. In the event of dispute
regarding the interpretation, performance or failure to perform, the Courts of
Beirut-Lebanon shall have sole and exclusive jurisdiction.

